Grid computing and its related technologies will only be adopted by users, if they are confident that their data and privacy are secured and the system is as scalable, robust and reliable as of their own in their places. Trust and reputation systems have been recognized as playing an important role in decision making in the internet. Reputation based systems can be used in grid to improve the reliability of transactions. Reliability is the probability that a process will successfully perform it's prescribed task without failure at a given point of time. Hence ensuring reliable transactions plays a vital role in grid computing. To achieve reliable transactions mutual trust must be established between the initiator and the provider. This paper aims at providing a robust and reliable model by eliminating the feed backs of the entities which are not having any compatibility with it's own evaluation procedure, This model further applies two way test criteria for initiator and provider and also includes new expression for measuring direct trust.
I. INTRODUCTION
A Grid integrates and coordinates resources and users within different domains. Grid computing is interconnected computer systems where the machines share the resources which are highly heterogeneous. To achieve reliable transactions mutual trust must be established between the initiator and the provider. Trust is measured by using reputation and reputation is the collective opinion of others.
Trust can be defined as strong belief in an entity to act dependably, securely and reliably in a specific context. When we say that we trust some one or some one is trust worthy [1] , we assume that the probability that he/she will perform an action that is beneficial to us is high. On the other hand when we say some one is un trust worthy we imply that the beneficial probability is very low and detrimental probability is high.
According to Abdul-Rahman and Hailes [2] , a reputation is the expectation about an entity's behaviour based on information about or observations of its past behaviour. Reputation is what is generally said or believed about a person or thing's character [3] . Therefore, reputation is a measure of trustworthiness, in the sense of reliability. Reputation can be the source of building trust. Reputation can be considered as a collective measure of trustworthiness (in the sense of reliability) based on the referrals or feed backs from members in the same community. An individual's subjective trust can be derived from a combination of received referrals and personal experience.
The main purpose of security mechanisms in any distributed environment such as grid is to provide protection against malicious parties. There is a whole range of security challenges that are yet to be met by traditional approaches. Traditional security mechanisms such as authentication and authorization will typically protect resources from malicious users, by restricting access to only authorized users. However, in many situations one has to protect themselves from those who offer resources so that the problem in fact is reversed. Information providers can deliberately mislead by providing false information, and traditional security mechanisms are unable to protect against this type of security threat.
Trust and reputation systems on the other hand can very well provide protection against such threats. Reputation models can be modeled in such a way that could provide reliability for both users and providers. Reputation systems provide a way for building trust through social control by utilizing community based feedback about past experiences of peers to help making recommendation and judgment on quality and reliability of the transactions. Reputation and Trust systems are soft security mechanisms which can assure behavior conformity.
II. RELATED WORK
The simplest form of computing reputation scores is proposed by Resnick and Zeckhauser [4] who simply measure the reputation by finding the sum of the number of positive ratings and negative ratings separately, and keep the total score as the positive score minus the negative score . The advantage is that it is very simple model where anyone can understand the principle behind the reputation score, while the disadvantage is that it is primitive and therefore gives a poor picture on participants' reputation score.
Advanced models in this category compute a weighted average of all the ratings, where the rating weight can be determined by factors such as the rater trustworthiness/reputation, the age of the rating, the distance between rating and current score, etc. Xiong and Liu in their paper [5] use an adjusted weighted average of amount of satisfaction that a user gets for each transaction. The parameters of the model include the feedback from transactions, the number of transactions, the credibility of feedbacks, the criticality of the transaction.
Zacharia and Maes [6] review some systems in 2000 that address reputation management in e-commerce sites. Regarding on-line trading environments, Dellarocas [7] analyzes reputation mechanisms from a game-theoretical point of view. He allows opportunistic players to take part of the game and his analysis is fully based on mathematics developments.
Probabilistic / Bayesian models directly model the statistical interaction between the consumers and the providers. Wang and Vassileva [8] use a naive Bayesian network which is generally used for representing and analyzing models involving uncertainty, to represent the trust of a user with a provider, the concept of trust being defined in terms of both the capability of the provider in providing services and the reliability of the user in providing recommendations about other users.
Baolin Ma,Jizhou Sun [9] talk about trust model based on reputation. In this model both direct and indirect trust are calculated by using reputation. Direct trust is calculated and the value of direct trust is used to find the value of indirect trust. Gregor von laszewki [10] [12] propose an impressive reputation based trust model. In this approach the initiator host calculates reputation value of target host based on its previous experiences and gathered feedbacks from other hosts. The recommenders can be from the same administrative control (neighbor) or from different trusted domain (friends) or from a completely strange domain (stranger).
In our previous publication [13] the trust system is made more robust by eliminating the unreliable feedbacks by using rank correlation method. The model is further improved in our last publication [14] by adding two way test criteria.
III. PROPOSED MODEL
The proposed model is further enhancement of the second one. In the last two models proposed by us, two types of trust have been taken, namely direct trust and indirect trust . Indirect trust is measured from the reputation score of other entities. In the first model the initiator eliminates the feed backs of entities whose evolution procedure are not correlated to that of its' own. The second model is further enhanced by adding two way test criteria. In that model the transaction is allowed only when the user trust score as evaluated by the provider is greater than the pre defined threshold value and the provider trust score is greater than the threshold of the user. These two models and other existing models take the direct trust score from the table. There is no categorization of type of jobs. This model measures direct trust based upon different parameters such as context, size and complexity. It categorizes the jobs. The model assumes that the feedback value given by the user for one kind of job provided by one entity is different from another kind of job by the same entity. So the model uses three types of trust namely DT1, DT2 and indirect trust. DT1 represents trust of user on the provider as a result of same kind of transactions and DT2 for different type of transactions. Indirect trust is calculated by same expression as that of previous models. This model adheres to the fact that the reputation values are not always constant. When there is no transaction between two entities for a longer period of time than the value of reputation should be brought down. So this model adopts a function called decay function which will decrease the value of reputation when there is no transaction for a given interval. After each transaction is over the updation is done.
Computation of Trust:
Suppose a scenario goes like this. A is the user and wants to use the resource of provider P. The user wants to execute a job of size medium. The system assigns complexity for the above job by referring the predefined assigned complexities. Nine different combinations of context and size of jobs are taken and complexity is assigned for each combination . After assigning complexity the feed backs of the same kind of jobs between the same user and provider is taken and direct trust is calculated by the below formulae. 
Indirect trust is calculated by considering the recommendations from reliable entities. The factors such as credibility, compatibility, activity and specificity are considered for measuring indirect trust. The elimination of feed backs is done by using the compatibility factor. 
IT=indirecttrust1+indirecttrust2

No of interactions of entity as user activity = ---------------------------------------------(3.9) Total number interactions by all entities
No of interactions of entity as a provider Specificity= __________________________ (3.10) Total number of interactions
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
Simulation study has been conducted for the existing model and the proposed model .
Model 1 : Existing model as proposed by [12] .
Model 2 : Present model eliminates biased feed backs by using compatibility factor and applies two way test criteria to decide the transaction . This model also includes parameters for measuring direct trust . In this model 20 users and 20 providers are taken. Out of 150 cases, there is perfect agreement for 134 cases, disagreement for 16 cases. Out of 16 disagreement cases in the first 12 cases either the provider or the user is assumed malicious nodes. So the proposed model rightly denies the transaction. Since the model applies two way test criteria that is it checks for both malicious user and provider it denies the transactions. The last four cases both the users and providers are reputed so the transactions is granted by our model. The through put is also fair enough that is 52 % and the reliability is further increased than our previous model by including the job type. Figure 4 .1 shows the allocation by the two models. 
V. CONCLUSION
This paper present has presented a new comprehensive trust model in the sense it takes cognizance of both provider and user sensibilities. The model includes new expression for measuring direct trust by categorizing the type of jobs. Further by eliminating biased feedbacks from both user and provider groups the resultant transactions become more reliable and secure. Simulation study describes the superiority of the proposed comprehensive trust model over the existing models.
